Give us $5 million or we'll cut up more of your magazines.
“Shit, I guess they weren’t kidding around....”
Life, Death, etc.

Hello, loyal Squelch readers. Since you briefly skimmed our last issue, three of us nearly died in a serious car accident on our way to pick up the very issue you briefly skimmed and then threw away in the garbage (you couldn’t even be bothered to recycle it?). Anyway, it was raining, it was nighttime, there was a couch on the freeway, etc. We don’t want to talk about it, but we’re all very brave and we’re very proud of us. If any of you have ever had a near-death experience, you will know how painfully traumatizing and life-changing it can be.

Ever since The Accident, we’ve learned to cherish the little things in life. Every moment is unique, precious, etc. and we’re very blessed and proud of us for maturing so quickly in the face of adversity, etc. Even something as commonplace as the walk to class can be a wonderful affirmation of being. Nothing makes us feel more alive than inhaling the distinctively pungent smell of piss and garbage on Telegraph, hearing the same old bullshit day-in and day-out that every idiot has been repeating their whole life, from cradle to grave.

It’s moments like these that make us realize that maybe we should have died that night, or maybe we are already dead and this is some sort of purgatory in which we have to keep living our miserable, shitty lives. What were we writing about again? Whatever, we’re almost at the minimum word count, just a little bit more, almos

Love, etc.

Tejomay and Simona
Professor Gets Tenure, Won’t Stop Farting During Lecture
By Spencer Nyarady and Simona Boneva, experiencing rapid deflation

Professor of Economics John Bartlow received tenure Monday after almost two decades of distinguished contribution to academia and education at UC Berkeley. Fellow faculty have commended Bartlow and expressed their congratulations. However, some students have noticed a marked change to his lecture style since earning this high honor. One student, Katy Wilson, said, “I’m pretty sure he’s farting throughout the entire lecture now. Everyone has just been uncomfortably pretending not to notice, but it’s hard to ignore the smell of hot, wet cabbage. Like, last week, it definitely did not smell like hot, wet cabbage for eighty solid minutes. For half a minute every now and then, sure, but not the whole time.”

When asked to comment on the fruits of his commitment to UC Berkeley’s Economics Department, Bartlow responded, “I’ve been holding in my farts for more than fifteen years. My bowels were in agony.” Added Professor Bartlow proudly, “I don’t have to worry anymore!” Another front-roker, David Ly, voiced his concerns, “I’m happy for him, I guess, but now I can’t concentrate on half his lecture, my eyes sting, and I’m always short of breath. God, I wish this class was webcasted.” Several students claim to have developed respiratory problems.

Squelch reporters brought these troubling testimonies to Bartlow’s attention. “You know, they literally cannot fire me. I can do anything I goddamn want,” Bartlow shot back, while letting one loose. “I’m thinking about--no, I’m definitely going to take a full out shit on stage right at Berkeley-time next week.”

Study: Fucking Up on Your Midterm Linked with Pointless Life
By Josh Zarrabi and John Jeong, perfectly correlated

Analysts at the College Graduation Institute agree that because you got a C on that one midterm, you’re definitely not qualified for that job you’re trying to get and there is nothing for you after you graduate. “You really should have studied harder, or at least gotten that internship or even just volunteered for more activities,” says chief expert Keith Davis. “How did you manage to waste all that time you had?” Further reports have confirmed that your resume is “complete shit” and you might as well start applying for Abercrombie again. And no, not as a model, let’s face it: you don’t have the genes to succeed in that area either.

Furthermore, the report found that the score you got on that one midterm you fucked up on will haunt you privately and professionally for the rest of your life. “From success in relationships to enjoyment of your future career and even to how close you are to your optimal body image, the score on that midterm you did poorly on is fully predictive of those characteristics,” said Professor Amy Danning, co-author of the study. “In almost all cases, a person who got lower than one standard deviation below the average on any test they took in college will end up a useless failure later in life. Go ahead and cry yourself to sleep, because you deserve it. There is nothing for you.”

In Other News:

- Friend That Knows Two Chords Down to Jam Sometime
  Page A9

- School of Hard Knocks Opens Doors for Troubled Youth
  Page C4

- Graduating Senior Never to See Friends Again
  Page A14

- Cloyne Resident Too High to Realize Everyone is Moving Out
  Page B2
Unpaid Internships “Basically” Slavery, Says Girl Who Doesn’t Know What the Fuck Slavery Is

By Tejomay Gadgil, lacking remuneration

According to reports, local sophomore Nancy Stearns equated the systematic ownership of other human beings to an unpaid corporate internship. “I have to alphabetize all these memos? And I don’t even get paid? That’s so wrong,” said Stearns, comparing her pointless and easy job at a financial firm to the experiences of millions of people who were kidnapped from their homeland and forced to do hours of backbreaking work every day until they fell over and died.

Stearns continued her comparison, citing her “inability” to turn down the internship as a clear sign that she had no freedom whatsoever. “I basically don’t have a choice. If I don’t do this internship, I won’t get the job that I want straight out of college. The federal government should really take action on this exploitation,” she claimed, ignorant of the fact that there are literally hundreds of thousands of slaves still in America today. At press time, Stearns was at her house, being comfortable, dreaming of the day when she would finally be employed and free of her shackles.

Putin Cedes Russia to Ukraine, Keeps Crimea

By Spencer Nyarady, settling down

Vladimir Putin recently announced that the Russian Federation will now be entirely contained within the Crimean peninsula, while the remaining seventeen million square kilometers of his harsh, freezing land will be ceded to the divided Ukraine. “You know, I came here just wanting to give eager and patriotic Crimeans the opportunity to be rejoined with Mother Russia,” Putin explained while sunning on the warm white sands of Sevastopol, “but then I just fell in love with the scene!” Putin also cited economic reasons for the decision. “There are so many boutiques, furniture shops, and sea-side art galleries for me to frequent. What more could a ruthless ex-KGB agent ask for?” The dead-eyed authoritarian giddily stated that he had some creative friends who would “really love the vibe down here” while strolling through the warm white sands next to his new beach house.

The flabbergasted provisional government of the Ukraine eagerly signed an agreement with Putin that would give them control of everything north of the Isthmus of Perekop and stretching to the Pacific. Current acting Ukrainian president Oleksandr Turchynov announced that he was glad for the positive turn of events, but that mostly he wished he was also in a point in his life where he could make such an adventurous life change.

Claiming that he felt at peace for the first time in decades, Putin removed the swirly straw in his pomegranate smoothie from his mouth long enough to add, “this shit is the tits.”

Report: Your Parents Have Been Having Lots of Great Sex Since You Came to Berkeley

by Kieran Ruppert, watching

According to a report released by the University of California, Berkeley, your parents have been having lots of great sex while you have been away at college. In some cases, this is the raunchiest sex your parents have had since your conception, which was “a pretty great time.”

“We always had a hunch that when parents sent their kids off to college they got down to hot, wet sex like they hadn’t had for roughly 18 years, but these findings show that your parents particularly have been going at it like rabbits,” said lead researcher John Reynolds. “Your parents are rubbing their junk together much more often than you are.”

Researchers pointed out that it was not just the quantity and quality of sex that had increased, but the diversity as well. The report lists “69, role play, and BDSM” amongst many other sexual expressions that your parents tried out just last night. So far, both of your parents have listed the “crib from when [you] were a baby” as their new favorite place to chafe their aging genitals together. “Oooh yeahhhh, just like that you filthy cum funnel,” said your dad to the woman who gave birth to you and raised you with intimate care.

In the report, your parents are said to have both agreed they are very proud of you and that you should definitely knock before coming home.
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Student-to-Student Peer Counseling

Going through a difficult time?

Wish you could talk to someone without fear of judgment?

Student-to-Student Peer Counseling is here to support you!

Who are we? A group of caring and empathetic peer counselors who provide a free mental health based counseling service to UC Berkeley students – both face-to-face and via phone-in. We promise to create a supportive and confidential atmosphere to discuss anything on your mind.

How to reach us:
• Drop-in counseling: Monday-Friday, 10am-5pm in Hearst 2B.
• Email for an appointment: sspcemail@gmail.com
• Phone-in: (510) 642-9021
• More information at sspc.berkeley.edu
It's junior year and your love for sleep, extracurricular activities, and drugs have made that 3.0 GPA cap an unfair and prohibitive burden to studying your true passion. As a result, you can't get into any of the classes you were planning on taking and you have no backup plan. Basically, you fucked up. The College of Letters and Sciences has prepared a handy guide to help you stay in school (mainly so we can keep collecting your sweet, sweet tuition money).

1. Settle for an Easier Major

This shouldn't seem like such a foreign concept to you, you're already doing that with your group of friends, and we know you fell back on Berkeley anyways. So just apply that complacency to your education and settle into another easier and less desirable major. For example, if you got rejected from Haas, it's fine, you learn more in economics anyway. And if you got rejected from economics, you've always been an environmentalist at heart, so do environmental economics.

2. The "Sour Grapes" Approach

Failing out of your major can be a crushing blow to your ego. An effective way to combat this is to vilify those who succeeded where you could not. For example, tried computer science? Failed? That's fine. Those guys are techie assholes gentrifying the Mission anyway. You'd much rather be a cognitive science major, protesting those evil bus stops instead of sitting in the nice bus on the way to your stable, six-figure job, not worrying about student loans, money, or life.

3. Suck up to the People Making the Decisions

Studies have shown that professors, especially those in selective majors, love it when undergraduates send them incessant and desperate emails about how they definitely knew Fermat's Little Theorem, but just blanked on it during the midterm. So keep it up and send prominent professors in the department you hope to get into at least 4 emails a day about why you deserve to study public health/psychology/media studies even though you got at least one standard deviation below the average on every test you took in the easiest classes they offer.

4. Drop Out

We hate to see you go, but let's face it, if you're reading this guide, chances are you're a fucking idiot. But what do we know, we're just an institutionalized education system and we can't see real talent if it bit us in the ass. For instance, Bill Gates and Mark Zuckerberg dropped out of school, so you can too. Also, the lower division classes you took before you failed out of college probably give you enough of a competitive edge in today's modern economy. For example, let's say you took Economics 1. You now know how to find the price of something in a market simply given the supply and demand curves. What more is there to learn?
Hello everyone,

I don’t usually do this, but I’ve decided to speak out on something that’s been weighing on My infinite mind for a while. The Israeli-Palestinian Conflict has raged on for decades now, and I am tired of seeing My chosen people slaughter My other chosen people. The senseless violence in My name has got to stop. I understand that the Palestinians have been living in the area for some time now, but I did sort of promise the land to the Jews a while ago. But then again, I say a lot of things; it’s hard to keep track. You all seem to have a much better memory than I do. If I had known that you would remember all the stuff I say, I probably wouldn’t have said so much in the first place. But now is not the time to dwell in the past, thinking about Who said what or who took Who seriously. Mistakes were made no doubt, but we must move on.

With that said, after weighing my options and skimming CNN once or twice, I, God, have decided against intervention. Don’t get Me wrong, it’s a real bummer, but I don’t see any other options here. I still remember the last time I tried something and I’m not pointing any fingers or anything, but events transpired, I was crucified, and people took stuff I said waaaay out of context. Now it seems like if I step in on behalf of the Israelis and go rushing in with some plagues and pillars of fire ablazing, then I’m killing the people who I sort of promised I would love with limitless compassion. If I side with the Palestinians, then I’m kicking the Jews out of the land I kind of promised them.

Man, shit is complicated. So yeah, I think I’m going to sit this one out and see how it plays out. Maybe I think I’ll advocate some economic sanctions or something. Some peaceful protests? I don’t know. I guess I don’t really have any solutions. God willing, you guys can figure this one out because I’m stumped.

God bless you, and God bless the United States of America.

God

P.S. Sorry about the 20th century. That was my bad.
Dear Child,

Congratulations on graduating from the best public university in the world. You aren’t graduating from Harvard, but you did okay. We’re very proud of you for sticking to your guns and majoring in Comparative Literature even though we have made it clear that we will not continue to pay your bills after graduation. It might not be too late to see if you can take an extra semester and at least minor in Computer Science. We know you decided not to apply to medical school, but a lot of people end up stumbling around for a couple years before they realize the proper course of action. Don’t you want to provide your children with the same advantages we provided you? We’ll love you either way.

Best,
Your parents, Milton and Patricia Howard

THE ZÜ


Exhibits: You Find It
An aquarium where our free-lance workers dump buckets of fish on you
A three-acre enclosure filled to the brim with grass. But what’s in the grass?...
A herpetarium where our free-lance workers dump buckets of lizards on you
Creative writing seminar on where you think the animals are

Experiences: It Finds You
Do you want to touch a living organism? Then put your hand to your own face.
Comment cards to fill out where you decide what animals you want to be in the zoo, and then act them out yourself
At a different time each day, we release our one-eyed Bengal tiger, Flajjo, to impress upon our patrons how close they are to death at all times, or at least at this particular time
Do you remember that rabbit which they fed like jelly beans or something to and it started glowing? We have those jelly beans, and will feed them to you.
SEX ON TUESDAY? WEDNESDAY? THURSDAY? WHENEVER YOU’RE FREE, REALLY

Did I Mention I Get Laid a Lot?

Brad Johnson
bjohnson@dailycal.org

I’m sure we all can agree that, like breakfast, sex is the most important meal of the day. Personally, I have sex at least 8 times a day, often between classes. I’m having sex as I type this. Just earlier today, I called up two girls from my section and they came to my place for a raunchy threeway. It was really hot; like, imagine the best porno you’ve ever seen and double how hot and well-choreographed it was. That was the sex I had. Like, wow! My in-between-class flesh romps have devolved into class free-for-alls, and when I can’t do that, I furiously masturbate underneath the desk. I’m actually free tonight, if any of you young ladies, or young men, or older men, or older ladies, are down to get it on. Really, feel free to hit me up whenever you want.

My email is listed on the side of this article: if you wanna fuck ever, just email me and I will be down. Please, you don’t know how much I need it. I really really need sex. I have an issue. I think about sex all the time. I stopped going to class because I cannot go more than twenty minutes without having an orgasm, and my professor threatened to call the cops if I jerked off in class again. My grades have plummeted and I’m now on academic probation. I no longer have room for my books because my backpack is full of condoms.

In fact, I am using this week’s Sex on Tuesday to announce that I am resigning from my position at the Daily Cal to enroll in sex rehab.

Brad Johnson used to write the weekly Sex on Tuesday column.
CAL STUDENTS HAVE THEIR SAY:

HOW DO YOU FEEL POST-ELECTIONS?

“We get to keep the signposts of the hot ones, right?”
Robert Fleming ’14

“I wasn’t sure who to vote for, but then I saw the chalk on the sidewalk and I just knew.”
Samantha Crenshaw ’16

“Part of the reason I came to Cal is because I heard so much about the strong Greek community, and I’m glad to vote for someone who will improve Greek relations on campus. I can’t wait to exchange spanakopita recipes!”
Konstantin Christopolous ’17

“I liked my candidate’s pledge to work tirelessly, unless she had midterms or something.”
Michelle Appleby ’17

“My candidate promised to impose a .45% embargo on Mexico in retaliation for Mexico’s stance on South American trade relations, but it turns out he doesn’t have that kind of power”
Thomas Zheng ’16

“I’m really disappointed that transparency still hasn’t increased in the several weeks since I clicked the names of all the people I recognized. Things are still very opaque.”
Jessica Jimenez ’15

MOST POPULAR PLATFORMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Renovate Memorial stadium again</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open 10 new Noah’s New York Bagels</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More dance groups</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More hot chicks</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get rid of all the ghosts</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WHY DID YOU VOTE FOR YOUR CHOSEN CANDIDATE?

- I was really inspired by their 12-week vision
- Same first name
- Politics as usual
- A sense of control in this crazy, cruel world
- The quicker I vote, the quicker this ends
- They bought me new shoes
Are you funny? Do you want to join the likes of Jeff Foxworthy, Roseanne Barr, Bobby Jindal, and Voltaire? Really? Do you even know who the fuck those people are? Read a book sometime you idiot, then come to Squelch and show everyone what book you read that actually had Roseanne in it. We’re looking for:

- Writers
- Artists
- InDesign Swamis
- Photoshop Gurus
- Photography Ninjas
- Illustrators
- Shoe Truthers
- Hangers-on

Friend us on Facebook, follow us on Twitter @squelched, or email us at feedback@squelched.com. Better yet: come by a meeting Mondays in 201 Wheeler from 5-7pm and let everyone know just how funny you really are.

Advertise with us!
Looking for a good way to advertise your business, event, or what-have-you? Why not try UC Berkeley’s widest-read magazine, which believe it or not, is us. With over 10,000 readers and free ad design, it’s the perfect way to reach your customers without breaking the bank.

Email feedback@squelched.com for more information.

subscriptions
Want to subscribe to the Squelch? You can fill out and mail in the following form, or just visit our web site: www.squelched.com/sub.cfm

Every subscription comes with a bonus set of six classic issues.

Why wouldn’t I want to laugh for $15 per year? Because I want to laugh for 2 years for $25????

Name
Address
Street
City/State/Zip
Phone number
Email

The Heuristic Squelch
Subscriptions
P.O.Box 4788
Berkeley, CA 94704
The Adventures of Teen Satan

Coming to Disney Channel this fall is a sitcom of biblical proportions! Follow Satan’s earlier years, when our handsome young Devil learns about life, love, and eternal damnation.

Episode 1: Pilot/High School is Hell
Enter Satan: He is a tall, skinny, dark-haired boy dressed in all black. He slouches and bites his nails compulsively. God sits in the front row, while Satan sits in the back with goth kids.
Goth Kid 1: Psst… Satan, have you asked someone to prom yet?
Satan lifts his head from graffitiiing pentagrams on the wooden desk
Satan: Uh, what? No, I don’t know, I might, but prom is probably gonna be lame. Bunch of squares and stupid dancing and whatever. Not to mention, God will probably win Prom King. That guy is waaaay overrated. Besides, he’s just a phony.
Goth Kid 1: Hey, c’mon, have you ever talked to God?! He’s actually a really cool guy! He has like a 4.0 GPA, he’s the quarterback, he does charity work every week, and he has his license already.
Satan: Big fucking deal, I have my permit! And God isn’t that great, we used to be best friends in middle school until he cast me out for being brave enough to call out his bullshit.
Goth Kid 1: I heard you tried to poison Eve. And aren’t you also, like, the root of all evil and the reason for all unhappiness and misfortune in the world?
Satan: You just don’t fucking get it. Nobody fucking understands me!
Satan runs out of room crying tears of fire.

Episode 2: Virgin Sacrifice
Brenda: ….Is it in yet?
Satan: Fucking shit, yes Brenda, it is.
Brenda: Oh! Okay, great….ooo, hmmm…..yes……yes……yes!
Satan: Hmmm, hmmm, you like that?
Brenda: Yes…yes, just like that! Right there! Yes!
Satan: Yeah! You like how big I am? You like how SANC-TUS SANCTUS, DOMINUS DIABOLUS SABAOTH SATANIS--VENIRE SATANAS--VENIRE AVE, SATANAS, AVE SATANAS!!
Satan collapses next to Brenda, spent.
Brenda: Oh…. so soon? It’s okay, don’t worry about it! Really, this happens a lot for guys for their first time.
Satan: I swear I usually last longer.

Episode 3: Satan Gets a Makeover
Cue ’80s music montage of Satan at the LakeView Mall, Satan tries on silly hat, friends gives thumbs up and down while also having a really good time. Pop synth music is heard in the background, many laughs are had. Satan goes home with a haircut and a new leather jacket.

Episode 4: Glory Hole
Satan asks to use the restroom, hiding his pack of Lucky Strikes and tattered black Moleskine inside his pants pocket. In the restroom, Satan lights up a cigarette in the bathroom stalls. Suddenly, he hears a cough.
Satan [putting out cigarette]: Oh shit!
Satan peeps out of the stall to see God, washing his hands thoroughly.
Satan: Fucking Christ, God, what are you doing?
God: Hey, Satan! Look, don’t worry, I won’t tell on you. But you really should quit, you might get addicted.
Satan: You don’t understand, God, you’ve never had struggles like I have.
God: Do not fear, for I am with you; Do not anxiously look about you, for I am your God. I will strengthen you, surely I will help you, Surely I will uphold you with My righteous right hand. Isaiah 41:10
Satan: Ugh, I am so fucking tired of your holier-than-thou shit, God! Who do you think you are?
Satan storms out feeling really sassy and God blesses him as he walks out.
Lee Ruiz-Huang begins this day like countless other days, like so many other Neo-Californians do. Wearing GoogleShield armor and Foxconn bios to protect his skin and eyes from the sun’s rays, Lee digs earnestly through a pile of soggy debris, looking for sustenance. A glimmer of foil here, a flash of vid-wrap there, and Lee has breakfast, his first meal in two days. He says the old rationpak would be better with some fresh water to wash it down with, and then laughs wryly. “But we ain’t had no real agua in the forties for months. We been forgotten.” Lee’s statement comes as no surprise to many other scavs in the wards. Potable water has been declining in availability steadily since the Drought Wars of the 2030s and ’40s gripped much of the world. Most western reservoirs average just 5% of their 20th Century peaks each year, and the promise once offered by graphene desalination never materialized. Increasing numbers of people are left to scrounge for old bottles and cans, hoping to find something to slake their thirst. Lately, it seems, the pickings have been getting slimmer, and deaths from dehydration have been rising.

Local doctrons tell the same story. Drn. Young-Z-3500, a Twitterhealth physiciabot at San Francisco Archipelago General, confirms recent reports chronicling a rise in thirst-related fatalities. “Last week alone, SFAG had fifteen deaths by maliquidation. The dearth of satisfying, nutritious beverages such as Pepsi H₂0, Pepsi Max, and Pepsi Classic represents a very real public health emergency.”

Three-term Democratic governor and current presidential hopeful Leland Yee IV agreed. “With barely over a million people left in the greater Bay Area, that’s fifteen people we can’t afford to lose. We need real solutions, and fast. The situation we face is dire, but I have a plan to succeed, and that’s why I’m proud to be the only candidate that both PepsiCo and AmazonWalmart have endorsed this year.”

If Yee secures the nomination, he won’t just have the challenge of procuring clean water for the country, he’ll first have to face his Republican opponent in the general election. While most experts de-ride the Holo-Reagan campaign’s plans for water security as counterproductive gibberish, tantamount to a raindance (proposals include a nation-wide raindance scheduled for Independence Day on the Tri-centennial), or actively counterproductive, Holo-Reagan maintains a six-point lead over Yee in most polls.

Chief Justice to Step Down
John Roberts, 117, Longest Serving Jurist in History of Doritos Nacho Supreme Court®

WATER WOES IN WEST
Decades after disaster and war, fresh water still hard to come by for many.

THIRD OF FOUR PARTS
Rebecca Yee Nuñez
reporting from Ward 42 - The Castro Bay, San Francisco Archipelago
Sunmi García
reporting from Ward 1 - Neo-Sacramento

Local doctrons tell the same story. Drn. Young-Z-3500, a Twitterhealth physiciabot at San Francisco Archipelago General, confirms recent reports chronicling a rise in thirst-related fatalities. “Last week alone, SFAG had fifteen deaths by maliquidation. The dearth of satisfying, nutritious beverages such as Pepsi H₂0, Pepsi Max, and Pepsi Classic represents a very real public health emergency.”

Three-term Democratic governor and current presidential hopeful Leland Yee IV agreed. “With barely over a million people left in the greater Bay Area, that’s fifteen people we can’t afford to lose. We need real solutions, and fast. The situation we face is dire, but I have a plan to succeed, and that’s why I’m proud to be the only candidate that both PepsiCo and AmazonWalmart have endorsed this year.”

If Yee secures the nomination, he won’t just have the challenge of procuring clean water for the country, he’ll first have to face his Republican opponent in the general election. While most experts de-ride the Holo-Reagan campaign’s plans for water security as counterproductive gibberish, tantamount to a raindance (proposals include a nation-wide raindance scheduled for Independence Day on the Tri-centennial), or actively counterproductive, Holo-Reagan maintains a six-point lead over Yee in most polls.

See Page A16

Marcus L. Villar
Washington, D.C. 2.0

In a move that caught the nation by surprise, John Roberts, Chief Justice of the United States Doritos Nacho Supreme Court® for nearly 70 years, announced his resignation on Monday. Expressing his desire to spend more time with his family, Roberts, who at 117 years old is the second-oldest justice in court history, leaves behind a legacy that is unrivaled in modern America.

Perhaps most notable for his opinions that undid hundreds of years of judicial precedent, Roberts’ mark on the law cannot be overstated. Responsible for overturning Roe v. Wade, restoring Dred Scott,
A lot of people throw around words like “fascist pigs” when describing the Oakland Police Department, but a little known fact is that the OPD took a stand against fascism in the 1940s. To honor these brave heroes and the role they played during World War II, the Squelch has decided to publish these recently declassified documents detailing the OPD’s efforts in fighting Nazi Germany.

June 6, 1944
04:30 - All units have parachuted into Normandy.

06:10 - All units have actually parachuted into Normandy after a judge threatens federal receivership of the division for falsifying reports.

07:46 - OPD squads scour Normandy beaches, looking for the nearest Dunkin’ Donuts.

08:54 - Mission is a success.

10:05 - OPD paratroopers abandon their M1 Garands and Thompsons in favor of their preferred method of combat. Thousands of German Wehrmacht soldiers are beaten with batons and deprived of due process.

12:51 - The United States Military is forced to pay millions to German soldier plaintiffs in a class action lawsuit exposing misconduct and corruption in the division.

14:25 - Dozens of suspected German spies are arrested on drug charges.

16:57 - United States Military is forced to pay millions of dollars after it is revealed that drugs were planted by OPD officers.

17:34 - OPD beats down suspected German man eating sauerkraut and sausage on the beach.

18:36 - The United States Military is forced to pay millions to American sausage enthusiast in a profiling lawsuit.

19:39 - The United States Military, having spent over one hundred million dollars on lawsuit payments in the last 20 hours, decides to send OPD Division back home on a paid leave of absence.

For their display of courage and valor, the following medals were awarded: The Pay Raise Medal, The Acquitted of All Charges Medal, The Congressional Medal of Federal Oversight.

Top Ten Die Hard Sequels We’ve Pitched
10. Die Harder Again
9. Live Soft and Then Die Hard
8. Die Hard: Die Hard
7. Die Hard vs. Paul Blart
6. Dying Hard or Hardly Dying?
5. Hard: The Death Story
4. Die Hard: The Squeakuel
3. Die Hard: Really Hard to Get Killed
2. Die Hard: Escape 2 Africa
1. Die Hard: Still Not Dead

Top Ten Animated Porns for Kids
10. Monster Dicks Inc.
9. Tangled Bush
8. Frozen Insemination
7. The Hump-hump-hump-back of Notre Dame
6. How to Run Train on Your Dragon
5. The Princess and the Log (It’s a scat porn)
4. Toy Story 3: The Cucumber, Fleshlight, and Anal Beads
3. MegaMinge
2. Beauty and the Beast with Two Backs
1. Seven Dwarves in Snow White

Top Five Car Movies About Premature Ejaculation
5. No Sex Drive
4. White Lightning
3. Bullit Out!! I’m Not on the Pill!!
2. Came in 60 Seconds
1. You Came 2 Fast and I’m Furious
Yo, check it! My name’s Chet "Dank Sinatra" Franklin, and I wanna be a student at YOUR university! That’s right! I’m totally amped to spend the next four years on YOUR campus, and I bet you are too!

I heard about your guys’ school ‘cause some hot chicks wearing your sweatshirts walked past my pad last week. Well, my mom and her boyfriend’s pad, but totally also my pad too. I watched them from my window long enough to make out the letters on their sweatshirts. Do you know their names? One had brown hair and another was blond I’m pretty sure. Anyway, I think I would be a total chill pick for your school and do my learning there and would definitely take part in all the events.

What really stood out to me about your school was:
1. the hot chicks
2. the curriculum
3. the extracurriculum ;)

My goals for 2020:
- Get accepted into Yale 2
- Land a kick-flip
- Get my moped license reinstated
- Smoke a whole blunt to the face

GPA: 10/10

Education
- Mountain View High School (2007-2014*) GO MOUNTAINS!!
  *Contingent on complete academic turnaround
- Future Graduate of Yale 2
- Also, I’m thinking about watching all the TED talks on Netflix

Awards and Trophies
- Best student
- Tallest
- #1 Fan
- Most likely to get into Yale 1
- Homecoming King quarter finalist

Extracurriculars
- Sports
  - Yellow Belt in Taekwondo, mentored white belts
  - Hacky-sack (JV)
  - FIFA

Community service history, if any
- Listened to my grandpa’s boring ass stories for like 3 hours
- Cat-sat hella cats
- Gave one third of my burrito to a homeless guy the other day and even though I was friggin hungry
- Skyped with a rando who looked like he needed some bro-time
- Mercy killed injured birds

References
- Glenda Franklin   Housemate
- Bob Franklin      Housemate
- Whiskers Franklin Client
The Westminster Cat/Miniature Horse/Tiny Giraffe Show?

Hey, guys! So I was flipping through the channels the other day and there was this show on about these animals that I had never seen before! Where they cats? Or were they really small horses? What were they?? I still don’t know what they were, but I couldn’t take my eyes off them and I ended up watching the whole thing. If you know what they are, please let me know in the comments section below. Anyway, here’s my review of this mesmerizing yet incomprehensible event. If you like it, please write that you liked it in the comments section below!

Okay so let’s try to decipher this clusterness. Looks like we got a tiny giraffe here and it’s definitely focusing real hard on something. What are the metal bowls for, giraffe soup? If I were this giraffe I’d get the heck out of there. It’s looking like a miniature horse-eat-miniature horse world out there and the guy on the left is closing in!

How embarrassing for these cats, they all wore the same hat to the prom!

Don’t even get me started with this horse! Talk about bad hair days! It must have been raining cats and miniature horses out there to get that kind of frizz! I would never given this guy an award, but I guess every miniature horse has its day. If you’ve ever had bad hair days like this, please write that in the comments section below!

Okay, this part of the show was really confusing. That one cat in front is definitely delivering an important message to his accountant. I couldn’t make out the words, but I’m pretty sure it was along the lines of “Who let the miniature horses out/whoa whoo whooo whooo.” Which of course is the most pertinent question for cats trying to make it in today’s tiny giraffe-eat-tiny giraffe world.

In conclusion, thanks so much for reading my blog. If you liked it, don’t forget to say you liked it in the comments below! My next entry is coming soon: “What ethnicity is Johnny Depp in Chocolat?”
Recently, the University of California, Berkeley revealed its commencement speaker for 2014 will be former Speaker of the House and current House Minority Leader, Nancy Pelosi. The Heuristic Squelch managed to uncover a copy of Speaker Pelosi’s preliminary notes:

Best Commencement Speech Ever!!! – by Nancy

- Apologize that Barack can't be here and is at UCI instead, but UCI is way cleaner, plus the SoCal weather
  — But I've definitely touched Obama before
  — But I'm like an old, white, woman version of Barack!
- Talk about how education is important
- Follow your dreams, etc.
  (talk fast so there's more time for the important parts)
- Talk about the Great State of California
- Announce my candidacy
- "We all have skeletons in our closet"
- Talk about my qualifications
- Go over my platforms
- "Keep it real"
- Try to scope out the reporters in the audience
- Hip young House of Cards reference
  — texting? sexting? unexpected threesomes?
- Remind them that the economy is bad, it's not their fault they will be poor
  — Too on the nose?
- Wink at the EECS majors
- You all studied for your midterms, don't forget to vote in them!
  — make clear: vote for me in the midterms. good joke, ask aide to polish it later
- Inspirational story about my childhood, overcoming gout
  — make them cry
- Ask for campaign contributions
  — Wink at EECS majors again
- Have secretary pass around hat for donations
- Remind them that I am a minority leader myself (there's lots of minority leaders there)
California is experiencing an exceptional drought for the third year in a row. The Cal EPA and EBMUD have teamed up to bring you some helpful hints for conserving water, lowering your utility bills, and helping save our state’s most precious environmental resource.

- If it’s yellow, let it mellow; if it’s brown, let it mellow.
- Lessen your water dependence by retaining all of your bodily fluids. Studies have shown that if you do not allow water to escape from your body by sweating, peeing, crying, or open-mouth breathing, you can go without it for several weeks.
- A single 8 oz. cup of coffee takes over 35 gallons of water to grow, roast, and brew. Instead of your morning cup of joe, try smoking meth instead.
- Get up early to lick up that good dew off the grass outside.
- Buy water in bulk from China.
- Pee in the sink; it all goes to the same place and your piss is not all that dirty.
- Replace your water intake with something more sustainable, like vodka.
- Buy styrofoam plates and plastic cutlery so you never have to waste water by doing dishes.
- Having a beach day? Be sure to grab yourself a bucket, microscope, and some very tiny tweezers so you can pull out all the salt piece-by-piece to make that seawater drinkable. Try not to swallow any garbage!
- Did you know that every page of paper takes over 3 gallons of fresh water to produce? Avoid using paper produ—oh, shit.
- Take shorter showers, or team up with a shower-buddy to share usage! A good shower-buddy always helps you lather thoroughly and will wash your hair and back, and massages your shoulders for you. Your shower-buddy then reaches down lovingly to caress your lower back, and gently moves his waist in closer. Whispering in your ear, your shower-buddy starts soaping your neck, leaning in to kiss it softly while raising his strong hands to fondle your breasts lovingly. You lean back into his muscular pectorals, inhaling his unique blend of musk and Irish Spring. He squeezes you tighter, beginning to grind his hips into yours. Don’t forget to use plumber’s tape on your showerhead to prevent unnecessary leaks!

Knowing when to water your lawn is confusing for many people. Please consult this flowchart to clear up any ambiguities.

- Water conservation is not a game. Turn off those sprinklers now!
- This is the optimal time for water usage, as the rotation of the Earth and moon causes the tide to rise and double the amount of water on Earth. Go ahead and hose ‘er down!
IT'S OVER!

ARTICULATED BUS PAIR CALLS IT QUILTS

INSIDE: Close friends and family reveal why AC Transit's New Flyer series 2200 Sixty Footer is breaking up!
PLUS: We take you inside the bus yard where the lovers split!